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1. What is Anemia?

 Condition in which the hemoglobin 
concentration is lower than normal (12.6-7.4)

 Reflects the presence of fewer than the 
normal number or erythrocytes (red blood 
cells)

 Results in decrease amount of oxygen 
delivered to the tissues

 Sign of an underlying disorder
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2. Anemia Classification
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3. Define: Anemia, depth of staining

 Hypochromic: light with large central pallor (less 
hemoglobin in each RBC) 

 Microcytic (smaller size of each RBC)

 Anisocytosis (variation in size/measured by RDW) 

 Poikilocytosis (variation in shape)
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4. Classify it based in the causal mechanism?

 Blood loss

 Increased destruction of RBC’s

 Decreased production of RBC’s
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5. Which can cause the Iron deficiency anemia?

 Decreased intake: infants (<6 mo), in adults dietary 
insufficiency is a Dx of exclusion

 Increased demand: children/adolescents (rapid 
growth), pregnant women, breastfeeding

 Decreased absorption: Celiac Disease intolerance to 
gluten (found in wheat barley rye) leads to inflammation 
and destruction of cells in the duodenum

 Gastrectomy (decreased stomach acid which is 
essential for converting iron into a form that is more easily 
absorbable: also seen in chronic PPI therapy) Problem 
with the duodenum

 Increased loss: Women: menorrhagia, Men: GI blood 
loss, PUD, Elderly: colon cancer/polyps, chronic rectal 
bleed, AVM’s, Developing countries: hookworm, Other 
causes: blood donation, chronic hemoglobinuria
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6. Specify two types of Hemoglobin Abnormalities

 1. Thalassemia (can be confused with IDA)

 2. Sickle Cell Anemia
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7. Discuss some of the treatment options for Iron-deficiency 

anemia. 

 Treatment for Iron-deficiency anemia will depend 
on its cause and severity. Treatments may include 
dietary changes and supplements ( Iron and 
Vitamin C). Medicines, and surgery. Severe Iron –
deficiency anemia require a blood transfusion, iron 
injections, or intravenous ( IV) iron therapy. 
Treatment may need to be done in a hospital. The 
goals of treating iron deficiency anemia are to treat 
its underlying cause and restore normal levels of red 
blood cells, hemoglobin and iron. 
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8. Define Thalassemia

 Genetic disorder (autosomal recessive) caused by a decrease or 

lack of synthesis of a or b -globin chains of normal Hb 

 Hb normally has 2 of each forming a tetramer

 Thalassemia is an inherited form of hemolytic anemia 

 a- thalassemia can be mild to severe 

 African, Asian populations

 Can have 1, 2, 3 or 4 mutations on the a globin allele

 hydrops fetalis (stillborn) is common

 defect in all 4 a genes

 Labs: 

 MCV is severely decreased out of proportion to Hct reduction, retic 

is increased
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9. What causes Sickle Cell Anemia?

 Caused by a point mutation that changes the amino acid 

glutamine to valine resulting in misshapen RBCs

 Recessively inherited trait predominately in the African pop. 1:500 In 

which the B chain is altered leading to HbS formation instead of HbA

 HbS reacts differently than Hb A when exposed to low O2 

environments, acidosis, infection, cold or dehydration; sickling 

occurs

 Carriers of the gene have Sickle Cell Trait and are at risk under 

extreme conditions only

 All carriers and affected individuals are resistant to Malaria
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10.What are the Signs & Symptoms of Sickle Cell Anemia?

 Susceptible to Strep pneumo sepsis and Salmonella osteomyelitis

 Chronic anemia cause by destruction of sickled cells: Head to Toe: 

acute painful crisis, acute chest syndrome, CVA, osteonecrosis, 

pulmonary HTN

 There are 4 types of Sickle Cell crisis:

 Vasoocclusive

 Hyperhemolytic: Intravascularly or Extravascular (spleen)

 Aplastic: can be triggered by an infection

 Splenic sequestration: may cause multiple infarcts
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10.What are the Medications & Treatments of Sickle Cell 

Anemia?

 Blood transfusions

 Bone marrow transplant, also called the stem cell transplant is a 

cure for the disease. But only certain patients will qualify for it.

-It is to help eliminate pain crises, relieving the symptoms and  

preventing complications 

 Siblings are able to donate blood or be involved with the bone 

marrow as long as they do not have the trait. 

 The pain meds that are prescribed are high pain killers like 

Oxycodone's, Hydroxyurea, Lortabs, Hydrocodone and Percs
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